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Subject: Re: Agenda for Experts Conference

Body:

My suggestions may not be original or overly specific but I want to know:     1) Names of private 

entities/organizations/individuals who have custody (if not possession) of records and what they might have. 

This is broad ranging and is meant to be. (ie. Were there anarchist-type groups (dometic or foreign) which 

might have plotted his overthrow/destruction which would lead to records, is there anything in the Wall Street 

conspiracy school which would lead to records, what can be done to effectively turn New Orleans inside out to 

gather all records there, are there other geographic areas we should look at as potentially holding large 

amounts of information, what has been done to flush out the missing segments of LHO's teenage years 

(relative to schools/employment) and what records beyond the usual should be be aware of in this vein?)     2) 

Along the lines of #1 I'd like to know more about Kennedy family ties and business interest ties to attorneys, 

private investigators, etc (yes, I know, A/C privilege) especially Five Eyes Investigations and what  connections 

to the Cuban exile community, LCN, Hollywood, or other possible assassination links/records we might find in 

those sources.     3) I have no knowledge of this area, but to follow up on some of what Gus Russo suggested, 

what exists to show RFK's links to the Cuban exile community and Hollywood and others which would lead us 

to record?      4) What involvement did Joe Kennedy have with Hollywood and LCN (yes, I know he had a lot of 

involvement with both) which would lead us to asassination records?       5)  What is known of LHO's alleged 

travel to Canada (Montreal?) in 1963 and what records should we be looking for if that travel occured? 

To:	A&Rcc:	David Marwell/ARRB, Sheryl Walter/ARRB, Tom Samoluk/ARRB, Anne Buttimer/ARRB 

From:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRB   Date:	05/08/95 07:31:04 AMSubject:	Agenda for Experts ConferenceI am 

beginning to formulate an agenda for the Expert's Conference.  Please send me your ideas on specific topics 

that should be raised. 
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